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Abstract— In today’s world, ergonomics has huge value in automobile industry. Better comfort level is one of the top priorities for consumers in 
passenger car segment. With increasing the comfort for driving, long distance road traveling has become possible. Now a day, vehicles travel 
from one state to another and even from one country to another. Driving a vehicle is a physical as well as mental task for a driver and it requires 
higher amount of concentration on road. During long distance traveling in a car, driver has to deal with neck pain, back pain and discomfort in 
sitting on driver seat for long time. It is due to continuous vibration from the vehicle and impacts on car due to bumps, uneven roads and potholes. 
It increases physical and mental stresses and anxiety which increases with increase in distance to travel. It causes depression, lack of interest 
and discomfort while driving. It may also cause long term or permanent physical injuries. Our aim of this project is to design a seat that will absorb 
vibrations effectively more than a conventional driving seat. By achieving less vibration to the driver’s seat, it will improve overall ergonomics of 
that vehicle. The research project introduces arrangement of multiple magnets underneath the driver seat with similar poles between two magnets 
facing each other to avoid physical contact between them due to magnetic flux. 

Index Terms— Magnetic Dampers, vibration reduction, driver seat ergonomics 

——————————      —————————— 

1  INTRODUCTION                                                                     
n impact of a bump gets filtered through different car 
bodies before it reaches to the driver. It is reduced first 
by car then absorbed by suspensions then gets filtered 

through chassis floor and its insulations and then passes 
through car seat. Even after then, the amount of impact reach-
es to the driver leads to a long-term issues to the driver if he or 
she continues to drive that vehicle for long period of time. 
 To reduce the vibrations and impact of jerks there few possi-
ble methods, one can increase the length of the suspension 
spring which increases spring travel over the bump, but it will 
raise car height which increase lift drag force acting on it. In-
crease stiffness of the spring is also possible by which large 
impact will be opposed better but small undulations and une-
ven patches will not be filtered at all. Driver seat can made 
with thicker foam sponge, but it won’t make much of a differ-
ence and seating posture will be awkward. 
  All these changes have some drawbacks and causes changes 
in driving dynamics and driver ergonomics. Hence the pur-
pose of this project is to reduce vibrations reaching the driver 
without changing the original driving experience. 
A set of magnets can be used underneath the driver seat in 
such a way that flux between two magnets facing same poles 
will cause vacant space which will absorb maximum amount 
of vibration. When two magnets facing each other with similar 
poles (i.e. north to north pole or south to south pole ), they 
oppose each other which creates hollow space. High speed 
bullet train is a perfect practical example of such technology. 
The motion of the seat is restricted to only vertical directions 
for the limited space, hence turning acceleration, braking, 
pitching or bouncing of the car will not affect the seat to move  
to any other direction. The entire concept doesn’t involve any 
electronic component, it doesn’t require electrical or any other 
power supply to operate. Unlike fluid or air dampers it does 
not require regular check up or maintenance. It also does not 
many frictional surfaces, which indicates that it will not in-
crease NVH levels (Noise Vibration Harshness). The numbers 

of parts used are also few which makes it very economical 
invention. 

2  PROBLEMS 
The conventional driver seat is made up of different 

layers of hard and soft sponge. A wire spring is attached at the 
base, and a complete setup is attached to a metal frame which 
is hinged to the car floor. As the driver weight is applied on a 
seat, sponge deforms its shape accordingly.   Hence, when 
impact arrives, it is transferred from floor to seat frame to the 
driver. Very little amount of impact is reduced due to seat 
sponge.  

3  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
In order to overcome the problem definition dis-

cussed above a driver seat with magnetic field underneath can 
be introduce. 
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A set of magnets are arranged in such a way that sim-
ilar poles opposing each other can create a hollow space be-
tween seat and frame. This gap will absorb the impact coming 
from the floor. The motion of seat will be restricted to move 
only in vertical direction; hence acceleration and deceleration 
won’t affect seat ergonomics. Due to absence of heavy me-
chanical process as well as electronic components, its working 
process is very simplified. Its chances of failure are also very 
less.  Wear and tear is only possible between rolling bearings 
and wall. Hence periodic check-up or maintenance is not re-
quired. 

4  PROJECT COMPONENTS 

• Two driver seats 
• Set of 24 magnets  
• Rolling bearing rings 
• Customize seat frame (neutral to magnetic field) 
• Rubber stopper pads 

 

5  PROJECT APPLICATION 

• Comfort feature in luxury vehicles 
• Driver’s seat for state transport trucks and long-

distance buses 
• Conversion into bed for ambulance  
• Driving seat for off-roading vehicle 
• Driver seat in military vehicles 
• Driver and passenger seat for airplanes  

 
 

6  CONCLUSION 

Shock absorber driver seat will enhance driving com-
fort and experience. Driver will be physically and mental-
ly more focused on long distance travelling. The continu-
ous traveling causes lumbar and neck pain or else injury 
due to continuous shocks and road surface impacts. This 
could be reduced with shock absorber seat. With further 
enhancement and addition of sensors and actuators, it can 
display allowable and acting loads on seat. It is a simple 
innovation, which will have significant effect in improv-
ing driving experience. The concept has no wrong effects 
on vehicle, driver or the driving dynamics, even the overall 
increase in weight due to the magnetic damping is negli-
gible considering overall weight of the car. With economi-
cal benefits in building and negligible maintenance, it will 
very easy, attractive and important concept for adaptation 
for vehicle manufacturers in the future.  
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